
Kenneth Schumacher                     04/22/12 
6.813 - HW2 - Heuristic Evaluation 

Traxx - http://dl.dropbox.com/u/7997532/Spentrax/records.html 

I performed my observations on my phone. (480 x 800px) Screenshots were taken on a desktop. 

1. Text headings have very little left-whitespace in the record tab, looks odd. [Aesthetic - minor] 

 

2. Top tabs leave the view when scrolling down, have to scroll back up to move between tabs. [Flexibility 
and Efficiency - minor] 

                          

 

3. Date defaults to 01/01/2011 on record page; need to enter today's date manually. [Flexibility and 
Efficiency - major] 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Action of buttons on the bottom on the record tab is fairly ambiguous. [Error prevention - minor] 

 

5. Unclear what the dark blue is supposed to signify, especially since "submit" is the action button for 
the page. [Consistency and Standards - minor] 

 

 

6. Need to scroll to the bottom of the record page in order to navigate to the 'add debt' or 'track 
spending' pages. [Flexibility & efficiency - minor] 

 



 

7. Unclear what "track spending" is supposed to do. (Is it supposed to look up your location.) 
[Consistency & Standards - minor] 

 

 

8. Unclear what a "from cash to debit" transfer would actually mean. Describe differently? [match the 
real world - major] 

 

 

9. Switching tabs takes a while as it seems to load over the network. Have loaded all at once? [Flexibility 
and efficiency - minor] 

 

 

 



10. Transfer field is against the right margin of my screen. 

 

 

11. Not clear what the user is able to search on. Can they search on dollar amount? Person? Keywords 
like "OWES"? etc. [Error prevention - major] 

 

 

 



12. Colors for OWES and LENT are strong, but don't necessary give a clear meaning. It makes someone 
owing you money seem bad, and you owing someone else money seem good. [Match the real world - 
minor] 

 

 

13. After clicking on outstanding debts, the 'view history for person' view does not clarify what is going 
on [Visibility of system status - major] 

 

 



14. No space between back button and filter items text box on 'view history for person.' [Aesthetic - 
cosmetic] 

  

 

15. Debts->"Akira OWES you..." ->->"Akira OWES you..." : Unclear you're on a deep page editing an 
existing transaction. (Visibility of system status - minor) 

 

16. Have "$" prefix in edit field. Unnecessary and potentially confusing. [Minimalist design - minor] 


